
Our clinical code editing solution streamlines your 
claims adjudication process, improves payment 
accuracy, and reduces unnecessary medical costs 
with clinically-supported claims editing. The 
system adds handling codes into the 837s you 
receive in order to help tell your claims system 
and examiners what to do with them. Beacon has 
designed Compass to slide directly in front of your 
current processes, adding seamless code editing 
without changing your claims processing system.

Our fast, accurate results provide measurable 
value in increased claim auto-adjudication rates 
and savings on affected claims. Enhance your 
health claims management process with Compass 
Code Edits by adding increased accuracy and 
appropriateness checks for claims before any 
payments are made and without disrupting your 
current adjudication workflow.

CODE EDIT VALIDATION CHECKS

Evaluating medical coding compliance and validity 
with sensibility, consistency, and accuracy.

Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) Add-on Codes Diagnosis & Age Conflict

Invalid Procedure for Co-Surgeon Invalid Procedure for Asst. Surgeon Diagnosis & Gender Conflict

Global Surgery Edit (GSE) Invalid Diagnosis Code Procedure to Procedure (PTP)

Medically Unlikely Edit (MUE) Procedure & Gender Conflict Bundled Procedures (B Codes)

Incidental Procedures (T Codes) Terminated Diagnosis Codes Terminated Procedure Codes

Increased Auto-Adjudication & Accuracy
Automated editing technology cross-referencing 
claims history and claims data combined with 
industry-sourced guidelines enables claims to 
process faster with increased accuracy.

Flexible, Low-Cost Implementation
Whether deployed alongside your other repricing 
or fraud/abuse vendors, Compass adds seamless 
clinical code editing to your current claims system 
with low implementation costs.

Streamlined Adjudication Process
Design and implement procedures within your 
smart workflow queues to automatically pend 
or deny claims flagged by Compass to the 
appropriate department for review.

Substantial Savings
Realize medical and administrative cost savings 
and increase end-to-end efficiency by preventing 
inaccurate claims and avoiding improper costs.



To schedule a live, personalized demo, where Beacon will walk you through the ways SpyGlass 
will elevate your business, call us today at 317.705.0500. Modernize your health claims 
management with Beacon’s comprehensive solution.

See How SpyGlass Will Elevate Your Business

ABOUT BEACON
Beacon is a leading-edge software firm specializing in health claims processing solutions for 
healthcare payers. SpyGlass, enterprise-class claims processing software, paired with HIPAA 
Director and Compass Code Edits, provides an easy-to-use, dynamic platform that maximizes 
automation, boosts business performance, and thoroughly connects you with your customers 
for enhanced engagement.
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